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About This Game

Writers is a game where you play as a writer and try to be the first in typing random excerpt from the book. Fight against your
friends or players around the world, make your way to the top and show them speed you are capable of. Become a member of

Writer's club and master all language leagues!

Features

8 Game Modes. Do you want to take a duel with your friend? Type a random text or master daily fixed excerpt? Or
maybe Numbers? Choose your way from eight game modes: Duel, Duel Hard, Classic, Fixed, Marathon, Unmistakable,
Unmistakable Hard, Numbers.

Language Leagues. You can choose the language you want to type. Now there are two leagues: English and Russian.

22 unlockable characters. You can choose from 22 (or maybe there is more?) characters to become the fastest writer.
But you have to try hard to unlock them all.

Stats and Achievements. Each language league has its own statistic and leaderboards. You can watch information about
your CPM, Mistakes and other stats.

Improve your typing skills. To win you will have to type without looking on the keyboard. Playing regularly you will be
able to use Touch typing technic to be even faster. Then you can use it at your work, study. And, of course, at furious
battles in comments. :)
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Become a Writer and be the first to finish next masterpiece!

* All characters and events in this game are entirely fictional. Any reference is purely coincidental.
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Title: Writers
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Evgeny Apel, Pavel Rodionov, Ivan Ilchenko
Publisher:
Evgeny Apel, Pavel Rodionov, Ivan Ilchenko
Release Date: 20 Nov, 2017
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Great minigame, but the controls are ♥♥♥♥ed up i dont know if its just me but i cant change my name with any buttons
whatsoever and the menu is just partly working as well.... Similar to the other game in this series (Amazing Adventures - The
Lost Tomb) this is a simple point and click hidden objects game. This one, again, sees you looking for a hidden artifact. Each
screen has many items to find which then leads onto you solving a puzzle to get to the next round. The objects are very clear and
very well drawn and this adventure takes you to many famous landmarks around the world. If you find the two special hidden
objects on every screen then you are invited to play a mode where you can find every object on every screen. A very well
implemented hidden object game that'll keep you amused for hours.. Nice skins but both the shovel and the axe are only for the
regular tools, not the golden one..
I'd be happy to change my review when Klei change that last point. Well this game is amazing. Now im not saying that its
perfect not all mmos are. Played it before it came onto steam and had a blast with it. It's not for everyone but it's still enjoyable.
 Pros:
Good graphics even though they're dated.
Simple gameplay
Fun
has a zodiac system and blood type system
can get married (note:easier if you have same zodiac sign)

Cons:
Can get boring
confusing controlls at first
Doesn't appeal to everyone
Not much character creation
no jump action

My rating: 7/10. While it is a decent game to an extent, it lacks any sense of challenge... I just kept pressing fast forward as
much as possible in order to get through it. After about an hour I only kept playing in order to see the epilouge which was,
suffice it to say underwhelming. Now if this game was made by only a few people my respect goes out to you, I've played much
worse. But this game was not worth the $$$ at all. Id rather spend a couple hours playing online arcade games.

To the designers, Good effort.. I really like classic trains like this and the fact that this Add-On had 4 different skins is
awesome! I really like the red one in my opinion, but that's just me. If you have the extra money and like trains for this game I
really recommend this train!. Meh-

Its a game that one has to force themselves to enjoy. Its not the game that you'll go out and say "lets play this really great game."
There are so many other good games out there that if I want to play a game, this one will fall a ways down on my recent play list.

That's not to say its a bad game. Its not. Its just not a good game. It might be more fun if I could connect with the role playing in
it a bit more. It might be more fun if I was playing with other people who thought it was also fun.

But as it is, with the interface that it has (select a minor action, move, go back up into the main play area, select a spot to move
to, go back down to the action selector, select a major action, select 'next', select an action, go back up to the main area, select
the target location for that action, select next, select a minor action...)... its sluggish.
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The storyline is on rails (you do A then B then C) with no aspect of an openish world that one tends to expect of fantasy games
today. There are minor differences "I've got lore! I can select this option" that have a minor impact on the next challenge, but
that still lacks a degree of agency.

If you've got a friend saying "lets play this game together" and they've already played some... check out a video or watch them
play and then maybe get it. If not... its really not that great of a game.
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Fun, interesting, good setting, and with tongue-in-cheek aspects I enjoyed.
As with so many HOG-adventure type games, the story is straightforward, and the bad guys are obviously bad (Evil Viziers R
Us in this case), but I found it a good combination of fluff and puzzles. Nothing wrong with a few Aladdin-Raiders of the Lost
Ark tropes and feels!

I fully recommend this game to HOG-adventure lovers.. I'm only recommending this game if you're an early access junkie and
aren't too concerned with a few bugs and glitches (although supposed to be fully released).

This game is a wonderful blend of Minecraft, Stardew Valley, and another early access game I adore, Stonehearth (square
headed foxes, yaaay). I might be a bit bias as I tend to gravitate towards open world, crafting, farming type of games, but I
believe this game does most of the core concepts very well. The daily "quests" so to speak can be done or completely forgotten
and so far it doesn't seem to be a big impairment on anything, other than missing out on some rewards. The crafting aspect I feel
could be a bit smoother, but, I do enjoy the creative aspect of having different tools\/tables to design things - because that's quite
realistic. The farming is quite simple and without any stamina loss, you can create, water, and expand to your heart's desire.

I do feel like the days are a bit short, but ultimately they are not a big deal unless they're specific event days.

On the cons. One of my BIGGEST peeves with this game is the inventory system and when you are given a quest item, if you're
full, it literally just drops on the ground. Unless I missed the notification, I never saw the "inventory full" pop up... this has
resulted in me backtracking for a few days just to find silly daily quests like letters, which I ultimately stopped prioritizing.

The game is still a bit laggy for me. I can run Skryim, Fallout 4, but this game cannot load in the world at times and has crashed.
Anytime it's reloaded, I'm exactly where I was, so no loss, but very inconvenient. It has come a very long way in comparison to
first released - I could not even play it, so they have made strides in improvement. That being said, it appears they are making
continual updates, such as the one not even a week ago, so hopefully they move in that direction and continue.

All in all, I think this is a great little time waster game, especially if you enjoy the genres. It would definitely be more fun in a
group or with friends, alas I have no one who would enjoy this.. DOOM clone with 3 different enemies and 4 guns. Cool levels
and graphics with minimal sound. Only 4 levels.. I love this game , this game made happy for every time i play .
You should download this game for your PC !!!!
. Love it and kinda hate it.

It's a great looking game with a kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665soundtrack, love the overall style of it all. Plays nicely
for the most part.

My main complaint is how it's much more a game of "avoid everything and run for your life" than a SHMUP. Your weapons hit
like wet noodles, you can hardly kill 2-3 of the 40 enemies on screen, which almost makes it pointless to even be firing at times.

Maybe it's balanced around coop? I'll be trying this soon, so we'll see. But still, it's a very well made game and I recommend it
for someone looking for something a little between a regular SHMUP and a bullet hell (sort of).. This game is absolutely
hilarious if you like soccer and want to have a good laugh and score some insanely stupid goals 10\/10. even for free i wouldnt
recommend it
its so buggy

its a tropical island rendered in nintendo64/playstation1 graphics
all you can do is teleport around and glitch through walls, towers, rocks, the water etc
oh and collect shells, you can collect shells... and apples... for what? who knows!
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